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COMMERCIAL LAUNDRY PRODUCTS
DETERGENTS
APACHE
Concentrated liquid
laundry detergent.
Ideal for use in
toploading washing
machines. Specially
formulated for
cleaning heavily soiled
institutional linens.

ITEM #
5399

PRODUCT PACKING
2.5 Gallon Pail
5 Gallon Pail

EMULSIFIER
A superior blend of highly
active surfactants, natural
solvents and optical
brighteners. Used separately
or in conjunction with Liquid
Laundry Break for removal
of heavy soils, difficult
stains, oils and grease.
Leaves linen with a clean fresh smell. Excellent
for food and beverage table linen and napkins.
Your Chesapeake Chemlab representative will
adjust the programmable chemical dispenser for
maximum performance and economy.

LIQUID BREAK
A highly concentrated
alkaline booster containing
anti-redeposition agents
and water conditioners.
Can be used alone or in
conjunction with Emulsifier
for heavily soiled linens.
Your Chesapeake Chemlab representative will
adjust the programmable chemical dispenser for
maximum performance and economy.

ITEM #
5227

ITEM #
0651

PRODUCT PACKING
5 Gallon Pail
15 Gallon Drum
30 Gallon Drum
55 Gallon Drum

PRODUCT PACKING
5 Gallon Pail
15 Gallon Drum
30 Gallon Drum
55 Gallon Drum

BLEACHES
SOLAR FLARE

CHLORIUM

OXYGEN STAIN REMOVER

A “one shot” built
detergent combining
an alkali booster with
gentle surfactants for
efficient soil removal
from linens.

A concentrated powdered
organic chlorine bleach
for effective stain
removal. For industrial
use only. Do not mix with
anything but water.

A powdered, color safe,
oxygen bleach designed
for removing stains from
carpets and colored linens.
This product contains
activated oxygen, which
is released faster and at
lower temperatures than
liquid oxygen bleaches, for better stain removal.
Contains no phosphates!

ITEM #
4530010

PRODUCT PACKING
5 Gallon Pail

ITEM #

PRODUCT PACKING

1701

50 lb. Pail

ITEM #

PRODUCT PACKING

0502

16 lb. Pail
With Portion Scoop

SOFTENERS & SOURS
LAUNDRY DESTAINER

OXYGEN BLEACH

A super concentrated
chlorine based bleach
designed for use in general
laundry applications.
Formulated for fast and
effective chlorine release
to brighten linens. Your
Chesapeake Chemlab
representative will adjust
the programmable
chemical dispenser for
PRODUCT PACKING
optimum results.
4 x1 Gallon Case
5 Gallon Pail
15 Gallon Drum
ITEM #
30 Gallon Drum
5858
55 Gallon Drum

A color safe bleach for all
fabric type where chlorine
bleach is not desired.

SOUR SOFTENER
WITH IRON CONTROL
A blend of fabric
softening agents and
an iron control fabric
neutralizer, designed
for small to medium
laundries. The unique
blend of ingredients take
care of problem iron
stains and hard water
issues, leaving linens soft, clean fresh smelling.

PRODUCT PACKING
6 Gallon Pail
4

ITEM #
5095

PRODUCT PACKING
5 Gallon Pail

COMMERCIAL LAUNDRY PRODUCTS
SOFTENERS & SOURS
SOUR WITH
IRON CONTROL

LIQUID FABRIC SOFTENER

Neutralizes water hardness minerals in
fabrics and is formulated to remove iron
and rust stains and discoloration from
fabrics. Ideal for water supplies with high
iron content, athletic laundries and for
brightening dingy linens.

Highly effective, cationic fabric softener, anti-static and
finishing agent. Makes fabric soft, reduces wrinkles,
lessens linting, reduces static electricity and improves
flatwork iron efficiency. Use with a programmable chemical
dispenser for maximum performance and economy.
Your Chesapeake Chemlab representative will adjust the
programmable chemical dispenser to find the optimum
amount.

PRODUCT PACKING
5 Gallon Pail
15 Gallon Drum
30 Gallon Drum
55 Gallon Drum

ITEM #
5478

PRODUCT PACKING
5 Gallon Pail
15 Gallon Drum

ITEM #
5792

SPOTTERS
PEAKE SOFT

SPOT REMOVER KIT

A concentrated fabric
softener with double
the active ingredients,
luxurious to touch.
Product reduces
wrinkles, lessens
linting, reduces static
electricity and improves
flatwork iron efficiency.
Use with a programmable chemical dispenser for
maximum performance and economy.
Your Chesapeake Chemlab representative will
adjust the programmable chemical dispenser to
find the optimum amount.

Ready to use kit
contains 6 different
chemical prespotters for use on
a variety of stains
such as: blood;
food; mildew; grease; oil; lipstick; ink; mustard;
chocolate; rust; eyeliner; candle wax; grass and
shoe polish. The starter kits come complete with
a laminated stain removal guide chart, 6 prespotters and trigger sprayers.

ITEM #
5539

PRODUCT PACKING
5 Gallon Pail
15 Gallon Drum

ITEM #
8500

PRODUCT PACKING
Starter Kit
6 Quart Spray Bottle
Refills of individual
Pre-spotters are available

RECLAIM PAK
A powerful alkaline-based
powdered cleaner, formulated
to break up even the toughest
stains. Ideal for reclaim cycles in
institutional laundry machines.
Use 1 pak for 55 lb. machine
capacity. Your technical service
representative will program a Reclaim
wash formula into your washer’s computer.

ITEM #
1111

PRODUCT PACKING
18x 1.25 lb. Packs
5

C-111
A powerful blend of non-ionic
detergents, an organic (plant
based) solvent and the exclusive
“Fiber Bright 700” brightening
system. C-111 removes oil and
greasy soils from all fabrics,
especially cotton polyester blends.
Because of its outstanding ability
to remove and suspend soil
coupled with its unique strength in preventing
redeposition, C-111 will assure cleaner and
brighter washes, even at substantially lower
water temperatures. Can be used as a spotter or
a wash wheel additive.

ITEM #
6839

PRODUCT PACKING
4 x1 Gallon Case

COMMERCIAL LAUNDRY PRODUCTS
SPECIALTY LAUNDRY PRODUCTS
MILDEW PREVENTATIVE

ALPHA SIZE STARCH

ALPHA BAC

Designed to prevent moist
table linens and napkins from
damage caused by mildew,
especially in hot summer
months. Linen rental facilities
utilize this product to provide
a 2-4 day protection factor to
linens while soiled linens are
stored and transported back to their laundry
facilities from weekend catered affairs. Mildew
Preventative reduces extra bleach processing,
saves on utilities and labor, and reduces linen
replacement cost from staining. Use as part
of a total program and with a programmable
chemical dispensing unit. Use 1 ounce per 100
lbs. of linen. Registered by the EPA.

A truly pumpable natural
wheat starch that adds
body to both cotton and
polyester table linens and
fabrics. Your linens will have
a nice crisp look to them.

Disinfectant designed
for use in nursing
homes as well as for
killing MRSA in sports
laundies using lower
wash temperatures.

ITEM #
9917

PRODUCT PACKING
5 Gallon Pail

PRODUCT PACKING
ITEM #
5500

5 Gallon Pail
Larger sizes for special order

ITEM #
5688

PRODUCT PACKING
2 x 1 Gallon Case
5 Gallon Pail
15 Gallon Drum

TOP LOAD WASHER
LAUNDRY DISPENSER
State of the art product
proportioning and feed systems

CS-100

SOLID LAUNDRY DETERGENT

A versatile powdered
laundry detergent that packs
a punch. The formula has an
array of surfactants, alkalis,
anti- redeposition agents
and color safe oxygen
bleach to clean the toughest
institutional stains from linen, chef coats and
rags. This is a premium product designed for
top-loading washers.

A non phosphate formula
providing controlled use for
top loading washers through
usage with Chesapeake
Chemlab’s dispenser. Cleans
and freshens linens in all
water conditions.

ITEM #

ITEM #

PRODUCT PACKING

1455

50 lb. Pail

PRODUCT PACKING

5476

4 x 7 lb. Capsules

FLOOR CARE
LAUNDRY DETERGENT #513

FLOOR CLEN 300

NEUTRAL FLOOR SCRUBBER

A concentrated powdered
detergent ideal for toploading washers. Safe for all
washable, color fast fabrics.
Contains optical brighteners,
soil suspending agents and
blue power booster crystals
for maximum performance. It
has a wonderful fragrance, making your
linens smell fresh and clean.

Heavy duty floor
cleaner for kitchens
floors, concrete, etc.

A neutral low foaming floor
cleaner formulated for
most floor surfaces. It has
a pleasant apple citrus
scent and is ideal for floor
scrubber machines.

ITEM #

ITEM #

1013

PRODUCT PACKING
50 lb. Pail

PRODUCT PACKING

5453

4 x1 Gallon Case
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ITEM #
5931

PRODUCT PACKING
4 x1 Gallon Case

HOUSEKEEPING ITEMS
FLOOR CARE
ORANGE ICE

NATURAL WOOD OIL SOAP

A neutral ph floor cleaner
with a subtle fresh mint scent.
Designed for light to medium
soil conditions on stone, ceramic
tile, wood and waxed floors. Can
also be used as an all purpose
cleaner on counters, walls, etc.
Contains no phosphates.

A blend of cleaners
and a natural
organic degreaser,
formulated for
maximum floor
cleaning and
degreasing. Fresh
citrus scent makes cleaning floors a pleasant
chore. Contains no phosphates!

Natural Wood Oil Soap
protects natural wood
surfaces, leaving behind a
clean, glossy shine.
Lemon - scented leaves a
pleasant smell. Safe for use
on marble surfaces also!

ITEM #

ITEM #

ITEM #

NEUTRAL MINT
HARD SURFACE CLEANER

PRODUCT PACKING

5107

4 x1 Gallon Case

PRODUCT PACKING

9565

4 x1 Gallon Case
2.5 Gallon Container

PRODUCT PACKING

5644

4 x1 Gallon Case

MULTIPURPOSE CLEANER
GRIME FORCE 500
A heavy duty, nonphosphated floor cleaner
and degreaser. Designed for
quarry and
ceramic tile.

ITEM #
6730

PRODUCT PACKING
4 x 1 Gallon Case

EASY MOP
A dual formula, packed with
grease digesting enzymes and
degreasers for deep grout and
quarry tile cleaning. This product
pulls the historic buildup of
fats, oils and grease, which has
accumulated over years, out of
your floor. Your floor will appear
to get worse before it starts to
get better as accumulated grease
rises out of the grout and tile and the floor
becomes briefly more slippery than before (an
important step in the process). Allow a minimum
of three weeks to remove the buildup. Contains
no phosphates!

MARVELOUS CLEANER AND DEODORIZER

ITEM #

ITEM #

PRODUCT PACKING

5541

4 x1 Gallon Case

A non-acid bathroom,
multipurpose cleaner and
deodorizer for sensitive jobs,
repainted bathtubs, wood
floors, urinal cleaning and
general deodorizing.

5605

PRODUCT PACKING
4 x1 Gallon Case

CONCENTRATED BATHROOM CLEANER

ORANGE VIGOR, CONCENTRATE

This highly effective cleaner does a great job
of cleaning shower glass doors, plastic or tile
shower floors, fiberglass and porcelain tubs,
toilets, sinks and chrome fixtures. Just spray
and let sit for 3-5 minutes (depending on how
heavily soiled) and wipe clean. Sparkling clean
results are what your customers demand and
this product delivers. Housekeepers love its lavender scent as
opposed to the harsh smell of other products on the market. Use
in our dilution station for economical use cost.

A multi-purpose, citrus based cleaner that is
perfect for wiping counters, painted surfaces,
walls and wood surfaces. Orange Vigor is made
from natural and biodegradable ingredients
extracted from the oils of citrus rind, non-ionic
surfactants made exclusively from renewable,
bio-based materials from corn and potato
starch and renewable coconut and palm kernel
oils. Great for hotel housekeeping operations. Use through Chesapeake
Chemlab’s dilution system for economical use cost.

ITEM #

ITEM #

6345

PRODUCT PACKING
2.5 Gallon Container

6560
7

PRODUCT PACKING
4 x1 Gallon Case
2.5 Gallon Container

HOUSEKEEPING ITEMS
MULTIPURPOSE CLEANER
CONCENTRATED GLASS CLEANER

5700

PRODUCT PACKING
2.5 Gallon Container

FOAMING ANTIBACTERIAL HAND SOAP
Packaged in 1000 ml paks,
this pleasantly scented
hand soap cuts grime,
yet is soft on sensitive
skin. High foam produced
with just one push of the
dispenser lessens the
tendency to push numerous
times which waste hand soap and increases your
costs. Great for healthcare facilities, restaurants,
hotels, schools, fitness clubs, etc.
ITEM #
92606

WARM TOASTED ALMOND HAND SOAP
A luxurious hand soap
ready for dispenser use.
Pleasant almond scented
product offers a rich
lather, quickly removes
grime and soil, leaving
hands and body fresh
smelling. Available in
foaming or lotionized
form.

Ideal for hotel
housekeeping
operations.
Suggest using
this ammonia free
formula through
a Chesapeake
Chemlab dilution
dispenser for
economical use.
ITEM #

HAND SOAP

PRODUCT PACKING
6 x 1000 ml bags

ITEM #

LAVENDER & WARM TOASTED ALMOND
BODY WASH
A body soap that’s
ready for dispenser
use. Just a small
amount leaves the
body clean, smooth,
and smelling fresh.

PRODUCT PACKING

6290 - FOAMING
6285 - LOTION

4 x 1 Gallon Case
4 x 1 Gallon Case

ITEM #
6680

PRODUCT PACKING
4 x 1 Gallon Case

VELVET COLADA HAND SOAP
A bulk hand soap with a white
pearlized color and a gentle
tropical scent. Just a few
drops of this luxuriously thick
hand lotion soap gives you a
rich, creamy lather that quickly
removes grease, grime and soil,
leaving hands clean, smooth
and smelling fresh.

SANI GUARD SF
This ethyl alcohol based
foaming instant hand sanitizer
kills 99.99% of bacteria in
30 seconds. Use waterless
foam hand sanitizer between
hand washings and when
hands are only lightly soiled
to help prevent the spread of
infectious diseases. Excellent
for health care facilities,
restaurants, fitness clubs, hotel lobbies, cashiers,
etc.

ITEM #

ITEM #

PRODUCT PACKING

92806

6 x 1000 ml bags with
Foam Pump

PRODUCT PACKING

6289

4 x1 Gallon Case

AIR FRESHNER
GREEN SCENTS
An air freshener
infused plastic,
designed
to appear
inconspicuous
like a smoke
detector for
restrooms,
lobbies, etc., battery
operated unit varies the fan speed to equalize
the output of the air freshner from start to
finish.
PRODUCT PACKING
12 Pak Mango & Spiced Apple

ODOR ELIMINATOR, CONCENTRATE
Odor neutralizing chemistry
makes quick work of
offensive smells in hotel
rooms, trash cans and
bathrooms. Concentrated
formula provides
economical use cost
when dispensed through
Chesapeake Chemlab’s
housekeeping dilution system. This color coded
product and carefully designed label, assists nonEnglish speaking staff in using the right product for
the right job. Available in Lavender and Pine Breeze.

PEAKE FRESH

ITEM #

ITEM #

PRODUCT PACKING

5550 - Lavender
5556 - Pine Breeze

2.5 Gallon Container
2.5 Gallon Container
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Concentrated
air freshener,
ideal for
lobbies,
restaurants,
hotels,
bathrooms,
carpets and
trash cans.
This water based formula is non-staining.
Available in Black Cherry scent.

5996

PRODUCT PACKING
2.5 Gallon Container

HOUSEKEEPING ITEMS
SPECIALTY HOUSEKEEPING PRODUCTS
CHERRY FURNITURE POLISH
A pleasantly scented
furniture polish that
provides luster to wood
surfaces without a waxy
buildup.

ITEM #

PRODUCT PACKING

6559

6 x 16 oz Trigger Sprayers

STAINLESS STEEL POLISH

DFE GO2

Removes smudges quickly
without leaving a greasy film,
leaving surfaces cleaned
and polished. Designed and
formulated to protect the
surface while giving water
stains, tarnish and grease the
boot. Ideal for elevators, brass
bar rails, etc.

A concentrated
oxygenated carpet
spot remover. Effective
on cranberry and red
wine stains! Green Seal
certified

ITEM #

ITEM #

PRODUCT PACKING

5782

6 x 1 Quart Case

PRODUCT PACKING
1 Gallon Case

RSGS3306

CARPET MAX

WILD CHERRY ODOR OUT, DUMPSTER DEODORIZER

Contains stain resistant agents to
provide superior protection from
typical acid dyes commonly found
in food and many other materials.
Also contains anti-soiling agents
and encapsulating detergent
polymers that will emulsify organic
stains, oily soils and suspend
particulate soils for easy removal.
Ideal for bonnet buffing and
extraction equipment.

A fantastic blend of deodorizing and biological ingredients,
designed to control obnoxious odors in dumpsters,
garbage cans and trash bins. This product is also great for
unfortunate spills and vomit occurrences in facilities. Wild
Cherry Odor Out’s micro particles will absorb the excess
liquid and leaves a nice wild cherry scent behind. For
dumpster use, add 8 ounces to the bottom when dumpster
is empty. Liquid in the bottom of the dumpster activates the
odor destroying bacteria. Contains no phosphates! Use this
product as your first line of defense!

ITEM #

PRODUCT PACKING

5504

4 x1 Gallon Case

FRESH CLIPS

ITEM #

PRODUCT PACKING

1175

2 x 5 lb. Containers

ALPHA BAC 4.5

URINAL SCREEN

A hospital grade
disinfectant
and cleaner for
restrooms, floors,
and counters, fresh
pine breeze scent.

A scented urinal screen for restrooms that
freshens the air and prevents debris from
clogging urinal traps.

An air freshener infused plastic clip, designed
to freshen restrooms, lobbies, hotel rooms,
etc., without the expense of battery operated
dispensers.
PRODUCT PACKING
12 Pak Mango & Spiced Apple

ITEM #

PRODUCT PACKING

5578

4 x1 Gallon Case
9

PRODUCT PACKING
10 Pak Mango Scented

